SPIRIT OF THE PIONEER
A newsletter for the families and friends of
the Eugene Pioneer Cemetery
(Across from McArthur Court)
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HERITAGE GRANT ̶ Marker Repair 2016
by Jane Lake
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HERITAGE GRANT
– Marker Repair
2016 (Cont.)

We received 2015 a Heritage Commission Grant (OHC-15-05) from the
Oregon Parks and Recreation Department. The grant provided matching
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money that enabled us to restore/repair a number of damaged and downed
IN MEMORIUM: Sally
Donovan (1956grave markers. Board Member Dorothy Brandner served as our Task Leader.
2016)
The two most-challenging repairs were the marker for Theodore Lawrence
(in Block No. 233) and for Anna Killingsworth (in Block No. 168) which
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were down and broken badly.
IN MEMORIUM: (Cont.)
Sally Donovan, Oregon's
premier expert on grave
MASTER
GARDINER’S
marker restoration, took up
WORKSHOP
the task although she had
been diagnosed with
pancreatic cancer.
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2017 Work Parties
Sally and her husbandScheduled
partner Bruce Howard
Seen Recently in the
made several working visits
Cemetery
to Eugene between June and
Eugene Pioneer
the end of October.
Cemetery’s
Representative pictures of
Gracious Donors
the Donovan’s restoration
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SALLY DONOVAN’S TEAM ̶ AT WORK
work are shown on page 2.
RESTORING A MARKER IN OUR CEMETERY
UPCOMING EVENTS:
Accomplishments include:
5 grave markers were put back on their bases,
Annual Meetings of
EPCA & E.P.C.E.F.
1 grave marker was moved,
13 grave markers reset,
2017 Memorial Day
Ceremony
15 grave markers re-attached to their base,
20 leaning grave markers were leveled.
Any Comments or
Dorothy Brandner and Sally Donovan were very pleased and proud of the
Questions?
final results. As Sally put it, “These markers will now last for at least
Please write or
phone us!
another 50 years.”
EPCA President Quentin Holmes said, “Sally and Bruce did a superb job,
EPCA
just as they did restoring markers in our cemetery during the summer
c/o Quentin A. Holmes
40338 Mohawk River Rd.
of 2015.”
Marcola, OR 97454-9741
Tragically, Sally Donovan passed away shortly after finishing the
Phone: (541) 933-3324
restorations. It is with enormous gratitude that the EPCA posthumously
E-Mail:
Holmes3324@MSN.COM
acknowledges Sally Donovan’s meticulous and precise work, and how her
passion for preserving old cemeteries has made a difference. (See Page 3).
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HERITAGE GRANT

─ 2016 MARKER REPAIRS: Representative Pictures

8/22/2016

BEFORE
MARKER FOR THEODORE LAWRENCE
Tablet had gotten broken into several pieces

AFTER RESTORATION
MARKER FOR THEODORE LAWRENCE

7/21/2016

BEFORE
MARKER FOR ANNA KILLINGSWORTH
The broken marker was embedded in the earth!
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8/21/2015

BEFORE
MARKER FOR ALLEN BURRILLL

AFTER RESTORATION
MARKER FOR ANNA KILLINGSWORTH
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7/10/2016

AFTER REPAIR
2
MARKER FOR ALLEN BURRILL

IN MEMORIUM
Sally Donovan (April 16, 1956 - November 19, 2016)

by Jane Lake
Sally Donovan, renowned historic
preservationist died peacefully in her
home in Hood River, OR of pancreatic
cancer on Nov. 19, 2016 at age 60. Close
family and friends say Sally would not
want us to feel bitter for her passing on
so soon. Sally left a legacy throughout
Oregon too meaningful for that.
A treasured friend and trusted expert to
the Eugene Pioneer Cemetery
Association and historic cemeteries
throughout the state, Sally Donovan was
honored by her peers in March 2016 with
the Oregon Heritage Excellence Award.
Then, in May, Sally was acknowledged
again with the 2016 George McMath
Historic Preservation Award.

A life is like a song we write
in our own tone and key.
Each life we touch reflects a note
that forms the melody.
We choose the theme and chorus of
the song to bear our name.
And each will have a special sound.
No two can be the same.
So when someone we love departs,
in memory we find
their song lives on within the hearts
of those they leave behind.
(Author Unknown)

Sally Donovan (1956 - 2016)
“Sally’s exemplary body of work over 28 years very materially
helped to set the high standard for cultural resource
documentation in Oregon,” said Elisabeth Walton Potter,
formerly the National Register of Historic Places coordinator for
Oregon’s State Historic Preservation Office.
Sally Jo Donovan was born on April 16, 1956, to Adele (Cheek)
and William Donovan, Jr. in Omaha, Nebraska. She earned a
Bachelor of Fine Arts degree from the University of NebraskaLincoln in 1979 and worked as a cartographer, graphic artist,
photographer, and technical illustrator.
Personally known to be “courageous, conscientious, warm, fun,
and classy” Donovan was a 1987 graduate of the University of
Oregon’s preservation program. In 1988 she fell in love with the
Hood River valley where she bought and renovated a 1913 era
house on the Heights. Thus began her professional dedication and
volunteer work in the Hood River community.
Donovan & Associates is the historic preservation consulting
business that she started. Sally worked on an array of projects
including Oregon Coast lighthouses, historic districts, public
buildings, residences, irrigation canals, wooden flumes, and
specialized in the preservation and treatment of historic
cemeteries.
One of Donovan’s first contracts as a preservationist was in
1989. She prepared a master plan for the Jacksonville Cemetery
in southern Oregon. She studied road circulation patterns,
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(Continued on Page 4)

IN MEMORIUM (Continued from pg. 3)
signage, fencing, landscape features, block enclosures, management, and cemetery objects associated with
historic cemeteries. Other cemetery projects came her way sparked in part by formation of the Oregon
Commission on Historic Cemeteries, a division of the State Historic Preservation Office.
In 2001, Donovan & Associates created the Eugene Pioneer Cemetery Preservation Plan for the EPCA.
The campus of the University of Oregon surrounds our cemetery on three sides. The Preservation Plan has
helped us immensely as our cemetery strives to cherish the past, look to the future, and live in the present.
EPCA volunteer Russ Carey remembers, “I met Sally and her husband Bruce while volunteering at Luper
Pioneer Cemetery. They were both doing restoration work after the cemetery was hit with major vandalism.
I learned a lot from both of them. Sally paid attention to detail in the restoration. I was amazed at her
expertise and patience. She showed me details and gave me advice, which I have used at Eugene Pioneer
Cemetery. Sally was very friendly and I am honored to have known her.”
Fortunately, passion for research and accurate preservation continues in the Donovan family. Adrienne
Donovan-Boyd (Sally’s niece) is an architectural historian and preservationist who went through the same
Masters program at the University of Oregon. Having similar professional qualifications, Donovan-Boyd
has taken on numerous historic research and survey projects as an independent consultant. According to
Bruce Howard, “she is just like a mini-Sally.”
Sally is remembered and dearly missed by her husband of 22 years, Bruce Howard, her brothers, sisters
and a large extended family.
Sally Donovan’s enthusiasm for preservation impacted many. Some knew her personally. Still far more
continue to enjoy the beautification her labors have brought to communities across the state.
MASTER GARDENER WORKSHOP: Caring for Heritage Roses
by Quentin A. Holmes, EPCA President

Individual rose bushes in Eugene Pioneer Cemetery date back 60, 80, or even 100 years. On February
25th, Master Gardeners gave a workshop at our Cemetery on Caring for Heritage Roses. Jeani Sapienza led
the workshop. Master Gardeners Buck Arbuckle and Mary Mosier were there also. It was a cold, crisp
morning to work ─ couldn't have asked for better conditions! The workshop began with Buck Arbuckle
teaching about pruning tools -- what kind of tools to use and how to care for them.
The 1st stop was pruning the Heritage Rose on the Kincaid lot. After removing dead and diseased canes
and debris; pruning cuts are at 45 degree angle about 1/4" above an outward pointing bud, so the rose will
send canes outward rather than inward toward the center of the plant.
The group then moved to the Heritage Rose
on the Carter lot. After dead and diseased
canes were removed, decisions were made as
to which canes should remain to give the entire
rose bush a better chance for healthy growth.
When two canes cross each other, generally
one is removed to prevent crowding and the
rubbing together that can cause injury. On this
prolific bloomer, the decision was not to cut
too much, but rather only about 1/4 to 1/3 of
the canes were removed.
It was a great morning for everyone. A
number of the heritage roses were sending out
2/25/2017
buds and looking quite healthy. I can't wait for
MASTER GARDINER JEANI SAPIENZA ─
the blooms to appear!
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Demonstrating How to Prune on the Kincaid Heritage Rose

SEEN RECENTLY IN THE CEMETERY

2017 WORK PARTIES SCHEDULED

by George C. Beebe, EPCA Director
We have two major work parties each year.
These have to be set up months in advance. We
get crews of 10-12 people - men and women from the Lane County Sheriff’s Dept. These
folks do an excellent job for us. One week before
each work party, several of us “walk-thru” and
agree upon what areas need to get addressed.
Spring work party will be just prior to Memorial
Day:
Walk-Thru: Thursday, May 18, 2017 at 11:30am
Work Party: Friday, May 26, from 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Fall work party will be just prior to Labor Day.
Walk-Thru: Thursday, August 24, at 11:30 a.m.
Work Party: Friday, Sept. 1, from 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.

12/17/2016

Come join us if you can, we can always use your
help!

CLEARING A DOWNED TREE
A huge ice storm in December toppled this 95 foot tall Cedar tree!
(Amazingly, no grave markers were damaged by it.)

EUGENE PIONEER CEMETERY’S GRACIOUS DONORS

Quentin A. Holmes, EPCA President
Eugene-Springfield, Lane County, Oregon and our Country are what they are today because of the vision,
dedication, hard work, and sacrifice of many of the men and women who are now at rest in Eugene Pioneer
Cemetery. It is to honor them, and to remember them, that your Cemetery Board Members do what they do.
Our goals include: preserving the historic nature of this sacred space, maintaining it as a beautiful and
inviting green space amidst a busy urban surround, and sharing our community’s pioneer history with
upcoming generations. Our efforts are made possible by your donations. The following gave donations to
Eugene Pioneer Cemetery Association and/or the Eugene Pioneer Cemetery Endowment Fund during 2016:
$500 or more:

$250-$499:

Barbara Arnn
Rich & Karen Brooks
Margaret J. Hewitt
Ruth “Lake” Holmes Trust
Deahn C. Kincaid

Central Lutheran Foundation
Gary W. Hayes

$100-$249:

$50-$99:

Up to $49:

Milton A. Bilderback
Merle Bottge
Richard A. Briggs
Marna Broekhoff
Dale Christian
Nancy L. Cummings
Patricia Baker D’Anna
Charles C. Harshberger
Marie L. Hayes
Roy L. Hoiland
Carol A. Holman
Sara eiman
Donovan L. Mack
Helen M. Reed
Ralph Smeed
James Whittall

Clara Fay Anderson
Mary M. Arnn
Bob Carmichael
Jerry D. Christian
Doug Green
Andrew W. Hoiland
Holmes Archie Holeman
Quentin A. Holmes
Sherien Jaeger
Helen Jensen
Judith D. Johnson
Tim King
Carol Nelson
Mary E. Secor

Karen Bender
Julie Marlatte
Sherman Newman
Joy Poust
Glenn Smeed
Roger S. Smith
Jonathon & Molly Stafford
Tim Selby
Sally Smith
Cornelia Taggart
Ruby L. Tollefson
Malcolm & Cookie Trupp
Carol E. Thompson
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UPCOMING EVENTS
Combined Annual Meetings of Eugene Pioneer Cemetery Association and
Eugene Pioneer Cemetery Endowment Fund, Inc.
Will be held Saturday, May 6th, 2017 from 10:00 A.M. to 1:00 P.M.
LOCATION: Daneland Mobile Home Park - at the Recreation Hall
1199 N. Terry Street
Eugene, Oregon 97402 .

Memorial Day Service at Eugene Pioneer Cemetery
A Memorial Day Service will be held at 11:00 a.m. on Monday, May 29th, 2017 at the Civil War Veteran’s
Plot. Organized by Eugene American Legion Post #3, the formal ceremony will include members of the
Sons of Union Veterans dressed in Civil War military uniforms, and a Three-Volley “Black Powder Salute”
in honor of all veterans who are at rest in our cemetery. The inspiring Shasta Middle School Band and
Choir will perform patriotic songs. Come, pay your respects, and enjoy the celebration!

Eugene Pioneer Cemetery Association
c/o Quentin A. Holmes
40338 Mohawk River Rd.
Marcola, Oregon 97454 - 9741
ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED
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